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In what follows V will denote a fixed ^-dimensional unitary space with inner product (x, y). The wth tensor space over V, denoted by ®?LiF, is a unitary space with inner product
is the s y mmetric group of degree m and (rG5 TO then P(or) will designate the permutation operator defined on ®?L 1 Fby
If H is a subgroup of S m of order h and X is a character on H of degree 1 then 
2.
Results. The main result relating two orthonormal bases in V™ can be stated as follows. We assume here that rn^n. 
The special case of this result when H = S m and X = l will appear in a forthcoming paper [5] . for each co and 7 in A respectively. However, the identity (1) tells us that in addition to (2) the c w , 7 satisfy n (3) J2nii(oe) J (e t -, **) | 2 = ]£ w*(7)c w , Y .
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If X is an w-square matrix then the matrix function d\ associated with the symmetry operator 7\ is defined by m dx(x) = s Aw n *«(. •>.
The relation between d\ and T\ is as follows:
y x * • • • * ;y m ) = -dx((x i} y 3 )). h
As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 1 can be used to unify several classical results. , ej) ). This is Schur's result [6] on the generalized matrix function d\. By letting H=S m and X = l we can also specialize (5) In case s = 2 and co 1 and co 2 are nonoverlapping sequences it follows that k = 1 and (9) becomes the Fischer inequality. The rest of the argument is tedious and consists of equating the partial derivatives of both sides of (10) with respect to a tl t = l, --• , n, evaluated for ai= • • • = CK» = 1.
We proceed to a more detailed proof of Theorem 2. The inequality in (11) is just the weighted arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and the last equality in (11) is the identity (3). The «-square matrix (| (e^ v t )\ 2 ) is orthostochastic and a fairly routine argument using the Birkhoff theorem [4, p. 112] shows that
The proof of Theorem 3 consists of the same kinds of calculations.
